CONSULAR ASSISTANCE

Miles from home...

...but moments
from help
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Did you know?
“Generally, there is no legal right to
consular assistance. All assistance
provided is at our discretion.”
Support for British Nationals Abroad: A guide.
UK Foreign & Commonwealth Office, 2014.
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Welcome to ConsularAssist
We all like to think help will be available, when we need it most. But there
are some emergency situations where neither the Foreign & Commonwealth
Office (FCO) nor your travel insurance company may be able to help.
ConsularAssist does what other organisations can’t or won’t, while also
minimising the risks, stress and costs attached to resolving emergencies
abroad. So whether you need urgent advice, hospital treatment, or other
overseas assistance*, we’re here for you 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
ConsularAssist provides:
Assistance abroad
Immediate help in over 180 countries, whatever the problem. One call does it all.
Emergency help
Expert assistance in emergency situations from knowledgeable
consular-trained staff.
Consular expertise
Assistance with lost or stolen passports and advice about the quickest route
to replacing vital documents.
*See pages 6 and 7 for a list of benefits.

“ConsularAssist is an excellent aid to any international traveller
and provides peace of mind to those visiting unknown or volatile
lands. I would recommend this service to any traveller who
needs to know they have experts on hand should an unfortunate
situation arise.”
Chris Jeffreys, Club Wembley
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Why ConsularAssist?
Most travellers only find out exactly what their insurance covers them for when
they need help. Finding out your policy doesn’t provide the cover you need can
turn even a small problem into a costly and stressful event. It can also compromise
a company’s duty of care, and jeopardise a person’s safety and health.
ConsularAssist provides immediate assistance, wherever you are in the
world*. Led by former diplomats with the support of global specialists, the
ConsularAssist team works tirelessly to resolve every emergency situation,
including those where the FCO can’t or won’t assist or advise.
This chart shows how ConsularAssist can help you when you need it most.
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Travel insurer contacted.
Customer advised to seek help
from local consulate.

Referred
to Embassy

Travel insurer contacted. Customer
advised to report crime and
seek help from local consulate.

Referred
to Embassy

Referred
to Embassy

Travel insurer contacted. Customer
advised to claim upon their return.

Travel insurer contacted.
Customer advised to seek help
from local consulate.

Travel insurer contacted.
Repatriation costs assessed.

Travel insurer contacted.
Customer advised to seek
help from local consulate.

*Over 180 countries as of Jan 2015
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Trouble abroad. A case study
Mrs Welsh’s passport was stolen from her hotel room while on holiday in
Spain. Her insurance company advised her to contact the local consulate who
in turn told her to fill in the appropriate forms. In just two days, she was due
to return to the UK. Mrs Welsh promptly submitted the forms but missed the
flight due to processing wait times. She also made an error on the form which
further delayed administrative processing.
ConsularAssist would have filled in the forms on Mrs Welsh’s behalf, liaised
with the embassy personnel and helped get her passport* within hours, rather
than days. This service would have enabled her to board her return flight
without incurring further stress and additional accommodation and flight costs.

Embassy

ConsularAssist
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Incident reported to Consularcare. ConsularAssist
expert provides customer with detailed next steps.

Incident reported to Consularcare. ConsularAssist expert
arranges appointments, or liaises with the relevant medical,
legal or travel management company for next steps.

Incident reported to Consularcare.
ConsularAssist expert contacts the next of kin and begins
next steps of policyholder’s journey.

Incident reported to Consularcare.
ConsularAssist expert liaises with the next of kin and embassy,
and recommends a list of legal representation.

Incident reported to Consularcare.
ConsularAssist expert investigates policyholder’s
next of kin wishes in order to begin repatriation.

Contact made with Consularcare. ConsularAssist expert advises policyholder
to seek advice from Airline/TMC, then referred to local consulate. Policyholder’s immigration
and visa issues are investigated. Advice on required travel documents given.
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*FCO currently charges £130 per hour for help getting a replacement passport

The ConsularAssist benefits
Whenever you travel, ConsularAssist is there to help you travel safely,
confidently and worry-free.
ConsularAssist helps you:
Travel safely, confidently and worry-free
secure in the knowledge that help is available 24/7/365
Minimise the potential impact of crises
with immediate and reliable expert advice and support
Get the most out of your trip and
avoid a dream holiday turning into the holiday from hell
What would you do if…
you lost your passport abroad?
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How does ConsularAssist help?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Liaise on your behalf with diplomatic personnel and local authorities
Assist with lost passports and other important documents
Contact, advise and support family, friends and/or employers so they have
the right information and options in any travel crisis
Provide legal referral and arrange legal appointments
Organise translation and interpreter referrals
Deliver specialist help and advice in missing person, kidnapping and
abduction cases
Advise on rights and access to independent lawyers if detained or
imprisoned abroad
Help and support victims of crime and assault and assist in the event
of death.
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Head Office
Consularcare Limited
1 Fetter Lane
London
EC4A 1BR

Support Services
Consularcare Limited
Office 4
Britannia House
Bentwaters Business Park
Woodbridge
IP12 2TW		

Insurance Solutions
Legal Insurance Management Limited
1 Hagley Court North
The Waterfront
Brierley Hill
West Midlands
DY5 1XF
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